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Introduction

 In this presentation we will shortly discuss the possible impacts of 
IBM Tailored Fit Pricing (TFP) on capacity management activities such 
as the use of capping, performance analysis and tuning and capacity 
planning 

 As you can imagine they are different depending on which of the 
following options has been adopted:

▪ Enterprise Capacity solution

▪ Enterprise Consumption solution

 All the considerations about software costs refer to MLC products 
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Capping

 CPU usage determines a large portion of z/OS hardware and software 
costs

 This is the reason why many capping techniques are available

 They can be split into 3 types:

▪ LPAR capping

▪ Soft capping

▪ Workload capping
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Capping type Scope Limit Unit CP

Controlled

 by

Enforced

 by
Initial (hard) capping LPAR %weight ALL PR/SM PR/SM

Absolute capping LPAR CP fraction ALL PR/SM PR/SM

Absolute group capping Group of LPARs CP fraction ALL PR/SM PR/SM

Defined capacity soft capping LPAR MSU 4HRA GCP WLM PR/SM

Group capacity soft capping Group of LPARs MSU 4HRA GCP WLM PR/SM

Absolute MSU soft capping LPAR MSU GCP WLM PR/SM

Resource group capping Service class

SU, LPAR share,

CP fraction, MSU GCP WLM WLM

Capping
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Capping

 With TFP, soft capping techniques have no sense for major IBM 
products anymore (what about ISVs?) 

 The software cost will not depend on the monthly peak of the 4HRA

 The elimination of software capping will likely improve application 
performance, but it may drive up the percentage of CEC busy 
increasing application CPU consumptions, I/O and CF requests as well 
as memory needs 

 At many sites it can be an opportunity to reduce the batch window 
times without an increase in software billing
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Capping

 This graph shows a  
theoretical example of 
a batch workload soft 
capped to control 
software costs

 It needs more than 7 
hours to complete with 
the risk of invading the 
morning hours
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Capping

 When adopting TFP 
soft capping can be 
eliminated; the batch 
workload can exploit 
all the machine power 
with performance 
benefits  and reduction 
of the risk of invading 
the morning hours
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Capping

 With TFP, LPAR capping techniques can still be useful to limit:

▪ effect of loops and anomalies in development LPARs

▪ capacity used during stress tests

▪ capacity (and performance) to what is specified in an outsourcing 
service contract

▪ …
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Capping

 With TFP, workload capping can still be useful to limit:

▪ the capacity used by non important and  CPU intensive workloads 
(e.g. batch service classes)

▪ the capacity used by each development stage (e.g. development, 
test, integration and test-before-production) when hosted in the 
same LPAR

▪ …
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Capacity

 When adopting the TFP Enterprise Capacity option 

▪ Workload growth in peak hours will influence hardware and 
software costs only in case an upgrade will be needed

▪ Workload growth outside peak hours will not affect hardware and 
software costs

▪ Application inefficiencies, loops and anomalies will not affect 
hardware and software costs
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Capacity

 User sent a query around 
noon

 At 5pm he didn’t get an 
answer yet; he interrupted it 
and went home

 Unfortunately, the query 
continued to run

 It was cancelled next 
morning
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Capacity

 The great CPU usage of this 
query had no impact on 
software costs 
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

 When adopting the TFP Enterprise Consumption option 

▪ Workload growth in peak hours will influence hardware costs

in case an upgrade will be needed

▪ Workload growth and application inefficiencies in any hour will 
affect software costs; every used MSU counts towards billing 

▪ Loops and anomalies will affect software costs; you could avoid 
that by providing IBM evidence of the problem
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

 If the CPU consumption is 
due to application or user  
inefficiency, customer has to 
pay the MSU used

 About 1.900 MSUs
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

… it is not normally appropriate to exclude all of the MSU consumption 
from an LPAR for a qualified event that causes unusual utilization, such 
as looping products. 

Instead, you can use the EXCLUDE MSU_CONSUMPTION control 
statement to exclude only the MSU consumption associated with a 
qualified event… 

…You should use your best judgment and available tooling to estimate 
the CPU time associated with the incident…
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

 If the CPU consumption is 
due to an application or 
system anomaly, customer 
can exclude these hours 
from SCRT reporting and not 
pay for these MSUs

 By agreement with IBM …
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Tuning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

Bottom line:

Customers, who can no longer leverage soft capping mechanism to 
control what they will pay, need to implement all the needed 
procedures and controls to prevent abnormal consumption
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Capacity Planning
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Capacity planning – TFP Enterprise Capacity

 When adopting the TFP Enterprise Capacity option:

▪ capacity planning will be done “traditionally” measuring and 
forecasting the hardware resources needed in the peak hours to 
meet the service level objectives

▪ software costs will not be influenced by MSU usage, LPAR sizes, 
LPAR configurations, etc.

▪ software costs will only be influenced by changes in hardware or 
in the software program blend, or if there is a general price action 
(typically on the 1st of January)
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Capacity planning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

 When adopting the TFP Enterprise Consumption option:

▪ peak CPU usage will now only be relevant for hardware capacity 
planning; it will not determine the software costs

▪ software cost is based on the total MSUs consumed annually

▪ the good news is that this policy can be beneficial to customers 
with strong seasonal workload pattern variations

▪ you will pay an average monthly fee for the first 11 months; on the 
last month you will pay the same fee, if less than the committed 
MSUs have been used, or an increased fee if used more
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Capacity planning – TFP Enterprise Consumption

 The bad news is that planning software costs will be even more 
difficult than in WLC

 You need to carefully estimate how many MSUs will be used year by 
year and implement efficient controls on MSU usage of systems and 
applications 

 You may have two problems at the end of the last year contract:

▪ pay an additional fee

▪ have an amount of MSUs paid and not used
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Summary
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Summary

 TFP will radically change many aspects of capacity management 

 At the moment the number of customers migrated to TFP seems to 
be limited

 There is not enough experience especially about capacity planning

 All considerations in this presentation should be considered as food 
for thought
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Questions ?
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